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Abstract 8 

Reservoir age 14C offsets are invaluable tracers for past changes in carbon cycle and oceanic 9 

circulation. Reconstruction of reservoir age offsets with time is also required for calibration 10 

purposes (reconstruction of atmospheric calibration curve, calibration of non-atmospheric 11 

radiocarbon ages). Thus, properly propagating the various uncertainties linked to reservoir age 12 

offset is important for proper interpretation. However, approaches for reservoir age offset 13 

calculation – especially when considering pairs of reservoir-derived 14C and calendar ages – are 14 

usually not detailed and inadequate for proper propagation of uncertainties. Here, the various 15 

ways to properly calculate reservoir age offsets are described with an emphasis on a new 16 

approach when considering pairs of 14C and calendar ages. This approach maps the calendar age 17 

distribution onto the 14C time scale prior to reservoir age offset calculation – the “uncalibration-18 

convolution process”. R codes computing reservoir age offsets based on available data are 19 

presented. Finally, a case study focusing on the reconstruction of the speleothem-atmosphere 14C 20 

age offsets of speleothem 14C data used in the latest release of the atmospheric calibration curve 21 

is discussed.    22 
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1. Introduction 25 

Reservoir age offset is a fundamental metric to study the dynamics of carbon exchanges between 26 

the Earth’s reservoirs and attendant impacts on past climate changes. It is also widely used in 27 

geochronology calibration purposes. Whereas reservoir-atmospheric 14C age offsets arise from 28 

various natural and anthropogenic processes (for a review, see Jull et al., 2013), they always 29 

derive from a 14C/12C disequilibrium between the considered carbon reservoir (e.g. surface or 30 

deep ocean, freshwater systems, soil) and the contemporaneous atmosphere (i.e. the atmospheric 31 

carbon reservoir). From a 14C age point of view, this can be expressed as:  32 

 𝑑14𝑅(𝜃) = 𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝜃) − 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝜃) (1) 33 

Equation (1) indicates that the reservoir age offset is the deviation 𝑑14𝑅 between the 14C age of 34 

the considered carbon reservoir 𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟 and the 14C age of the contemporaneous atmospheric carbon 35 

reservoir 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎 at a given calendar time 𝜃. Therefore, an either perfect or imperfect estimate of 36 

the calendar age 𝜃 needs to be available in order to derive the reservoir age offset. Note that the 37 

atmospheric carbon reservoir is used as the reference when computing the reservoir age offset, as 38 

it is the sole carbon reservoir in which 14C is renewed and spatially uniform besides some second 39 

order differences between hemispheres (Hogg et al., 2013). In addition, the atmospheric 14C 40 

concentration is quite precisely known for the past 14,000 calendar years and reasonably well 41 

known back to 50,000 calendar years ago (Reimer et al., 2013). Consequently, it is possible to 42 

reconstruct reservoir age offsets for calendar ages back to year 50,000 before the present (i.e., 43 

years before AD 1950; thereafter cal. a. BP). Moreover, equation (1) indicates that the reservoir 44 

age offset must be quoted in “14C years”. 45 

Calculating reservoir age offsets seems straightforward. However, sometimes the calendar age 𝜃 46 

is necessarily weakly known, i.e. that an uncertainty is associated to it. Indeed it may have been 47 
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obtained through scientific measurements [e.g. U/Th dating (e.g. Druffel et al., 2008; Hall et al., 48 

2010; Southon et al., 2012) or tuning processes with calendrically-dated series of reference (e.g. 49 

Heaton et al., 2013; Soulet et al., 2011a; Thornalley et al., 2011)]. In that case, mapping the 50 

calendar age distribution onto the radiocarbon time scale (hereafter called “uncalibration”) is 51 

required in order to get access to the atmospheric 14C age corresponding to the calendar age 52 

𝜃 ± 𝜎𝜃. The “uncalibrating” approach is sometimes vaguely detailed in the literature, e.g., 53 

Reimer et al. (2013) wrote: “reservoir ages were calculated from the 14C difference of the 54 

overlap with the tree rings”. After the “uncalibration” step, some authors propagated 55 

uncertainties on the 14C reservoir age offset through the use of the quadratic sum (e.g. Hall et al., 56 

2010). Even though this method produces an estimate of the reservoir age offset, it turns out to 57 

be distributed according to a Gaussian distribution, since the approach neglects the structures of 58 

the atmospheric calibration curve. When the atmospheric 14C wiggles are taken into account, the 59 

estimates of both “uncalibrated” ages and the resulting reservoir age offsets can be distributed 60 

according to multi-modal and asymmetric probability distributions.  61 

Properly propagating the various uncertainties linked to reservoir age offset may help for their 62 

proper use and interpretation. This paper is intended to describe the various ways to calculate 63 

reservoir age offsets with a focus on a Bayesian approach – the “uncalibration-convolution 64 

process” – which properly propagates uncertainties linked to the reservoir-derived 14C age, a 65 

weakly a priori known calendar age and the atmospheric calibration curve. A case study 66 

discusses the speleothem-atmosphere 14C age offsets of speleothem 14C data used in the latest 67 

release of the atmospheric calibration curve. Free and open-source codes for proper reservoir age 68 

offset calculations are provided.  69 

 70 
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2. Reservoir age offset calculations and open-source codes 71 

According to equation (1), both the 14C age of the considered reservoir (e.g. ocean, a lake, a soil) 72 

and the 14C age of the atmosphere in the calendar year 𝜃 have to be known to calculate the 73 

reservoir age offset. Furthermore, whatever the information we have about calendar year 𝜃 – 74 

perfectly known, weakly known or not known a priori – we must be certain that it corresponds to 75 

the same event 𝑌 at which reservoir/atmosphere-derived objects ceased to incorporate carbon. 76 

Hence, equation (1) can be written slightly differently:    77 

 𝑑14𝑅(𝑌) = 𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑌) − 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) (2) 78 

which says that the reservoir age offset at the calendar year 𝜃 of event 𝑌 [𝑑14𝑅(𝑌)] is equal to the 79 

difference between 14C ages of the considered reservoir-derived and atmosphere-derived objects 80 

that ceased to incorporate carbon at the calendar year 𝜃 of event 𝑌 (𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑌) and 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌), 81 

respectively). From that statement, three cases of study are possible. 82 

 83 

2.1. Reservoir age offset calculation based on a pair of 14C ages 84 

In that specific case both 14C ages derived from the considered reservoir 𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑌) ± 𝜎𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑌) and 85 

from the contemporaneous atmosphere 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) ± 𝜎𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) are a priori known, whereas the 86 

calendar year 𝜃, corresponding to event 𝑌, is unknown. The 14C reservoir age offset 𝑑14𝑅(𝑌) is 87 

easily calculated according equation (2), and resulting uncertainty is given by: 88 

 𝜎𝑑14𝑅(𝑌) = �𝜎𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑌)
2 + 𝜎𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌)

2                (3)                                                           89 
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Finally, the calendar year 𝜃 at which event 𝑌 occurred can be obtained by calibrating the 90 

atmosphere-derived 14C age 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) ± 𝜎𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) using the atmospheric calibration curve (e.g., 91 

Reimer et al., 2013). 92 

As an example, Bondevik et al. (1999) studied a sediment archive recovered on the coast of the 93 

Norwegian Sea western Norway. In the slice of sediment (609-611 cm from core top), authors 94 

found an articulated shell of Mytilus edulis and an assemblage of fragile terrestrial plant material. 95 

Here, the sediment slice represents the event 𝑌 corresponding to the sediment deposition of a 96 

priori unknown calendar year 𝜃. The 14C ages of the articulated shell and of the terrestrial plant 97 

material reflect the 14C ages derived from the reservoir (coastal Norwegian Sea; 98 

𝜌𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑁𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑁 𝑆𝑟𝑎(𝑌) = 11565 ± 45 14C yr BP) and of the contemporaneous atmosphere (𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) =99 

11065 ± 60 14C yr BP), respectively. According to equation (2) and (3), at the calendar time of 100 

the sediment layer deposition (event 𝑌), the 14C reservoir age offset in the costal Norwegian Sea 101 

was  𝑑14𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑁𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑁 𝑟𝑟𝑎(𝑌) = 500 ± 75 14C years. Finally calibrating the atmosphere-derived 102 

14C age using Intcal13 calibration curve provides the calendar age of event 𝑌: 𝜃 = 12925 ± 70  103 

cal. a. BP. 104 

However, in this approach both samples are mutually allochtonous. In other words, the terrestrial 105 

plant material has been inevitably transported before being embedded with the shell in the 106 

sediment. Thus, it is certain that the plant material ceased to incorporated radiocarbon at an event 107 

𝑌∗ which occurred earlier than event 𝑌 reflecting the sediment deposition. Thus, the calculated 108 

14C reservoir age offset is a more or less faithful estimation of the actual one depending on the 109 

fact that event 𝑌∗ is close or not (through calendar time) to event 𝑌. Nevertheless, by carefully 110 

selecting the dated atmospheric and reservoir-derived objects (fragile well preserved leaves, and 111 
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articulated shells for example), it might be possible to obtain a close estimation of the actual 14C 112 

reservoir age offset value (e.g. Bondevik et al., 1999, 2006). 113 

Another way to proceed is to take advantage of the virtually instantaneous deposition of volcanic 114 

ash (tephra), over wide onshore and offshore areas. In such cases, the eruption and associated 115 

tephra deposition in a sedimentary environment represent event 𝑌. If it has been possible to 116 

determine from which eruption the tephra has been generated (usually owing to geochemical 117 

measurements carried on the tephra shards), and meaning the fact that this specific eruption has 118 

been 14C-dated onshore using terrestrial remains, thus the atmosphere-derived 14C age of event 𝑌 119 

is known. Then, measuring the 14C age of some material that formed in the reservoir and 120 

retrieved in the tephra layer (e.g. foraminifera for oceanic sediment cores) makes it possible to 121 

calculate the reservoir age offset. This technique is now more commonly used (e.g. Kwiecien et 122 

al., 2008; Siani et al., 2001, 2013; Southon et al., 2013) but has some limitations mainly linked to 123 

stratigraphic uncertainties (e.g. bioturbation processes; see Ascough et al., 2005; Bard et al., 124 

1994). 125 

Note that equation (3) applies when paired 14C dates are assumed to be synchronous. However, 126 

when dealing with multiple pairs from the same sediment layer, often the case in archeological 127 

contexts, the synchronous assumption may not apply. As such, more sophisticated approaches 128 

involving Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling are required to explicitly incorporate uncertainty 129 

in the temporal relationships among paired samples (Jones and Nicholls, 2001; Jones et al., 2007; 130 

Bronk Ramsey, 2008, 2009a).  131 

 132 

2.2. Reservoir age offset calculation based on a pair of 14C age and perfectly known calendar 133 

age 134 
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Another approach is to know a priori the actual calendar age 𝜃 of event 𝑌 and to use the 135 

atmospheric calibration curve to derive the corresponding atmospheric 14C age. This is 136 

particularly easy when dealing with pre-bomb and historical samples, i.e. for samples for which 137 

there is no uncertainty on 𝜃.  138 

For example, Siani et al. (2000) analyzed a mollusk shell from the collection of a museum. This 139 

mollusk was alive when it had been sampled (i.e. event 𝑌) in the Black Sea (i.e. the reservoir)  in 140 

50 BP [i.e. anno domini AD 1900]. There is no uncertainty associated to 𝜃. This mollusk yielded 141 

a radiocarbon age 𝜌𝐵𝐵𝑎𝐵𝐵 𝑆𝑟𝑎(𝑌) of 545±40 14C yrs BP. In the calendar year 50 cal. BP, the 142 

Intcal13 atmospheric calibration curve gives a 14C age (i.e. 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌)) of 71±7 14C year BP. 143 

According to equation (2) and (3), the 14C reservoir age offset in the Black Sea in 50 BP [i.e. 144 

𝑑14𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑎𝐵𝐵 𝑟𝑟𝑎(𝑌)] was of 474±41 14C yr. 145 

Although this approach can be applied to coral annual growth bands (e.g. Druffel et al., 2001), it 146 

is more generally used for museum collection samples (e.g. Siani et al., 2000; Tisnerat et al., 147 

2010). The main limitation comes from the fact that collections have historical and scientific 148 

significance. Samples from museum collection may not always be available for destructive 149 

radiocarbon measurements. Furthermore few museum collections exist from prior to ca. AD 150 

1700, limiting the temporal range. As well, these collections do not cover all the Earth’s areas 151 

limiting the spatial range of reservoir age offset reconstruction. Finally, sometimes the 152 

information related to the date of entry in the collection may not match the year of death of the 153 

samples (for further information regarding limitations, see Ascough et al., 2005). 154 

  155 
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2.3. Reservoir age 14C offset calculation based on a pair of 14C age and weakly known 156 

calendar age 157 

Things are more complicated when the calendar age 𝜃 for event 𝑌 is weakly known, i.e. that an 158 

uncertainty 𝜎𝜃 is associated to 𝜃. This arises when the calendar age was obtained from scientific 159 

measurements which could have been achieved through uranium-thorium dating for corals or 160 

speleothems (e.g. Durand et al., 2013; Southon et al., 2012) or by cross-matching between a 161 

sedimentary archive and a series of reference independently dated over the calendar time scale 𝑇 162 

(Bard et al., 2013; Heaton et al., 2013; Soulet et al., 2011a).    163 

In this case for which, event 𝑌 has been dated to 𝜃 ± 𝜎𝜃 in the calendar time space 𝑇, we would 164 

like to “uncalibrate” calendar age 𝜃 using the atmospheric calibration curve to obtain the 165 

corresponding atmosphere-derived 14C age. A way to proceed would be to invert the axis of the 166 

calibration curve and to apply the regular calibration process. However, this is impossible since 167 

the calibration curve is built so that the 14C time scale 𝑅 function is a single valued continuum in 168 

the calendar time scale 𝑇 but not vice-versa. Thus to get access to the atmospheric-derived 14C 169 

age associated to event 𝑌 dated to 𝜃 ± 𝜎𝜃, we propose to calibrate each 14C age 𝑟 of the 14C time 170 

scale 𝑅 and to evaluate the closeness of each resulting calibrated age distribution to the 171 

distribution of calendar age 𝜃 (Fig. 1). 172 

In this scheme, the probability distribution of the measured calendar age for event 𝑌 given any 173 

calendar age 𝑎 from the calendar time scale 𝑇 can be represented by a normal distribution 174 

evaluated at 𝑎 and centered on 𝜃 with a standard deviation 𝜎𝜃:   175 

 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎)~𝑁(𝑎;𝜃,𝜎𝜃) (4) 176 

This can be written as: 177 
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 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎) = 1
𝜎𝜃√2𝜋

𝑟𝑒𝑝 �− (𝑎−𝜃)2

2𝜎𝜃
2 � (5) 178 

This quantity evaluate the closeness between the occurrence of event 𝑌 and any time through the 179 

calendar age scale 𝑇. Additionally, we have information about how the 14C and calendar time 180 

scales are related. The information comes from the atmospheric calibration curve which links the 181 

14C time scale 𝑅 to the calendar time scale 𝑇. For any time 𝑎 from the calendar time scale 𝑇, the 182 

atmospheric calibration curve  is defined as 𝜌(𝑎) ± 𝜎(𝑎) on the radiocarbon time scale 𝑅. Here 183 

𝜌(𝑎) is the 14C age of the atmosphere at calendar time 𝑎. For any age 𝑟 from the 14C time scale 𝑅, 184 

this information is normally taken to be: 185 

 𝑝(𝑟|𝑎)~𝑁�𝑟;𝜌(𝑎),𝜎(𝑎)� (6) 186 

This can be written as: 187 

 𝑝(𝑟|𝑎) = 1
𝜎(𝑎)√2𝜋

𝑟𝑒𝑝 �− �𝑟−𝜌(𝑎)�2

2𝜎2(𝑎) � (7) 188 

Now, let’s assume the following Bayesian network: 𝑌 ↔ 𝑇 → 𝑅. In this network, the calendar 189 

time scale 𝑇 is our hypothesis (or prior). Furthermore, we know that the radiocarbon time scale 190 

𝑅 depends upon the calendar time scale 𝑇 (i.e. the calibration curve or the model) and we want to 191 

evaluate the closeness (or likelihood) between the calendar age measurement for event 𝑌 (our 192 

observation) and the calibration curve. According to the network and Bayes’ theorem, we write: 193 

 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎, 𝑟) ∝ 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎) ∙ 𝑝(𝑟|𝑎) ∙ 𝑝(𝑎) (8) 194 

The symbol ∝ denotes proportionality. The prior along the calendar time scale 𝑇 is taken as 195 

uniform:  196 
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 𝑝(𝑎)~𝑈(−∞, +∞) (9) 197 

and is thus equal to a constant: 198 

 𝑝(𝑎) = 𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑎 (10) 199 

Thus according to equations (9) and (10), we say: 200 

 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎, 𝑟) ∝ 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎) ∙ 𝑝(𝑟|𝑎) (11) 201 

By substituting equations (5) and (7) in equation (11), we can rewrite as follows:   202 

 𝑝(𝑌|𝑎, 𝑟) ∝ 1
𝜎𝜃∙𝜎(𝑎) 𝑟𝑒𝑝 �−

(𝑎−𝜃)2

2𝜎𝜃
2 � ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑝 �− �𝑟−𝜌(𝑎)�2

2𝜎2(𝑎) � (12) 203 

We now can integrate out parameter 𝑎: 204 

 𝑝(𝑌|𝑟) ∝ ∫𝑝(𝑌|𝑎) ∙ 𝑝(𝑟|𝑎) ∙ 𝑑𝑎 (13) 205 

The “uncalibrated” 14C age (or posterior) defines the probability of obtaining a given 14C age 𝑟 206 

from the radiocarbon time scale 𝑅 given the event 𝑌. From Bayes’ theorem, the posterior is 207 

given by: 208 

 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌) ∝ 𝑝(𝑌|𝑟) ∙ 𝑝(𝑟) (14) 209 

The prior along the radiocarbon time scale 𝑅 is taken uniform. Thus 𝑝(𝑟) is constant and the 210 

probability distribution of the “uncalibrated” 14C age (posterior) is the same as that for the 211 

likelihood: 212 

 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌) ∝ 𝑝(𝑌|𝑟) (15) 213 
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Finally, to obtain the probability distribution of the atmospheric-derived 14C age along the 14C 214 

time scale 𝑅 (i.e. the “uncalibrated” 14C age) given the single event 𝑌 for which we know the 215 

calendar measurement 𝜃 ± 𝜎𝜃, we normalize to 1. This gives: 216 

 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)
∫𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)∙𝑑𝑟

 (16) 217 

Here the denominator is the normalizing constant. The subscript “atm” on the left term of 218 

equation (16) stands to emphasize that this probability distribution is our atmospheric-derived 219 

14C age. At that step, we have “uncalibrated” our calendar age. Remember that event 𝑌 is 220 

characterized by both its calendar age and the 14C age of the reservoir. We can write: 221 

 𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑌) = 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)𝑎𝑎𝑎   and  𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑌) = 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)𝑟𝑟𝑟 (17) 222 

Now, according to equation (3), to find the probability distribution of the reservoir age offset 223 

which is 𝑝(𝑑14𝑅|𝑌), we have to subtract both quantities. Since both 14C age distributions are 224 

independent, we use the convolution product: 225 

 𝑝(𝑑14𝑅|𝑌) = 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∗ (−𝟙𝑅 ∙ 𝑝(𝑟|𝑌)𝑎𝑎𝑎) (18) 226 

Here, −𝟙𝑅 means that we multiply by –1 the atmospheric-derived 14C age along the 14C time 227 

scale 𝑅 before summing both probability distributions through the convolution product, and 228 

finally: 229 

 𝑑14𝑅(𝑌) = 𝑝(𝑑14𝑅|𝑌) (19) 230 

The uncalibration-convolution process fully propagates uncertainties linked to the reservoir-231 

derived 14C age and the calendar age of event 𝑌, as well as the calibration curve wiggles and 232 
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uncertainties. Fig. 1 shows that the both the uncalibrated 14C age and the resulting reservoir age 233 

offset are not necessarily Gaussian in shape.  234 

The uncalibration-convolution process developed here does not take into account any 235 

sedimentary ordering constraints that are available when dealing with high-resolution records of 236 

calendar observations. Ordering constraints can be incorporated in the calculations of reservoir 237 

age offset using some recent developments of the program OxCal (Bronk Ramsey et al., 2012; 238 

Bronk Ramsey and Lee, 2013). 239 

2.4. The “ResAge” package: open-source codes for reservoir age offset calculations  240 

Here, three codes for reservoir age offset calculation performing the above detailed three 241 

methodologies are provided (ResAge package). From data inputs (depending on the chosen 242 

approach), the codes provide the reservoir age 14C offset outputs as well as some optional data. 243 

Codes from the ResAge package have been written in the open-source environment R (R 244 

Development Core Team, 2014). R is freely downloadable at http://www.r-project.org for 245 

Windows, Mac and Linux. The codes make use of a command-window. The number of 246 

commands to be typed is extremely limited making very easy the use of these codes. Moreover, 247 

basics in R are relatively easy to learn, and the use of R in paleo-research has been growing 248 

recently (Blaauw, 2010; Blaauw and Christen, 2005, 2011; Haslett and Parnell, 2008; Heegaard 249 

et al., 2005). A manual containing information for installing and using the codes is also provided 250 

(see supplementary information).  251 

Briefly, code “rad2.r” (say rad squared) is designed to calculate reservoir age offset when both 252 

the reservoir-derived and atmosphere-derived 14C ages are known (see section 2.1). It returns a 253 

.csv file as output. Upon the user’s decision, the atmospheric-derived 14C ages can be calibrated. 254 
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An additional .csv file containing the calibrated density probabilities can be used to draw them. 255 

A .txt file reports the unnormalized highest posterior probability as the confidence interval 256 

specified by the user (see Blaauw, 2010).    257 

Code “colyear.r” is designed for pairs of reservoir-derived 14C age and perfectly known calendar 258 

year (museum collection samples, coral annual band growths; see section 2.2). The code looks 259 

up the calendar year in the atmospheric calibration curve, returns the corresponding atmosphere-260 

derives 14C age and calculate the 14C reservoir age offset. A .csv file is generated with all 261 

information. 262 

Code “radcal.r” is designed for pairs of reservoir-derived 14C age and weakly-known calendar 263 

age (e.g. 14C and U/Th dating of corals and speleothem; see section 2.3). The calendar ages are 264 

“uncalibrated” to obtain the corresponding atmosphere-derived 14C age following the above 265 

detailed procedure and 14C reservoir age offsets are calculated through a convolution product. 266 

Similar to Bronk Ramsey (2009b) and Blaauw (2010), calculations are performed in reference to 267 

the ratio F14C (Reimer et al., 2004) instead of the 14C age (Stuiver and Polach, 1977), allowing 268 

for the best representation of all the 14C uncertainties. Code returns a .csv file containing the 14C 269 

reservoir age offset density probabilities that can be used to draw them. A .txt file reports the 270 

highest posterior probability as the confidence interval specified by the user. Upon user’s request 271 

the same information and files can be obtained for the “uncalibrated” atmospheric 14C ages.  272 

 273 

3. A case study 274 

Speleothems are promising archives to reconstruct past changes in the atmospheric 14C 275 

concentration. In 2013, three of these archives have been included for the first time in the 276 

Intcal13 dataset in order to extend and refine the lastest release of the internationally ratified 277 
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atmospheric calibration curve (Intcal13; Reimer et al., 2013). Speleothems are secondary mineral 278 

deposits that precipitate from drip water in caves. They are mainly composed of calcite, 279 

aragonite and polymorphs of calcium carbonate and are considered as closed systems and thus 280 

suitable for 14C measurements. Uranium from the groundwater is co-precipitated in calcite and 281 

aragonite with negligible thorium, making possible the use of U-Th dating methods and thus 282 

providing an independent calendar time scale. Accordingly, the three speleothem implemented in 283 

the Intcal13 dataset – two from the Bahamas (Beck et al., 2001; Hoffman et al., 2010) and one 284 

from China (Southon et al., 2012) – are dated through pairs of 14C and U-Th ages. However, in 285 

the case of speleothems, obtained raw 14C ages must be corrected for Dead Carbon Fraction 286 

(DCF) in order to estimate the “atmospheric equivalent” 14C concentration. Indeed, DCF is the 287 

reservoir age offset between the speleothem and the atmosphere. DCF arises from the 288 

incorporation of a portion of 14C-free inorganic carbon in the speleothem at the time of carbonate 289 

calcium precipitation (e.g. Fohlmeister et al., 2011; Genty and Massault, 1997). This portion of 290 

“dead” carbon is mainly due to dissolution of 14C-free carbonate rocks overlying the cave.   291 

As described in Selection and Treatment of Data for 14C Calibration (Reimer et al., 2013b), DCF 292 

is estimated by analyzing a section of the speleothem that overlaps with the tree-ring-based 293 

section of the calibration curve (0-14,000 cal. a. BP in the Intcal13 lastest release). The mean 14C 294 

offset between the 14C age of the speleothem and the tree-ring-based portion of the calibration 295 

curve is then use as the DCF. An uncertainty term is then introduced. It quadratically takes into 296 

account the standard deviation of the individually calculated DCFs and the combined error of the 297 

14C measurement and of the inferred atmospheric 14C related to the calibration curve (Reimer et 298 

al., 2013a, 2013b; Southon et al., 2012). In this approach, uncertainty in the U/Th ages and the 299 

wiggles of the calibration curve are not taken into account.  300 
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Here, the DCFs of the three speleothem-datasets [Hulu Cave H82 speleothem (Southon et al., 301 

2012) and Bahamas speleothems GP89-24-1 and GP89-25-3 (Beck et al., 2001; Hoffmann et al., 302 

2010, respectively)] for data overlapping the tree-ring based calibration curve are calculated 303 

applying the methodology detailed in section 2.3 through the use of the function radcal 304 

described in section 2.4).  305 

Depending upon the number of data to be processed and on the uncertainty linked to the calendar 306 

U/Th age, calculations take up few seconds on a modern PC: ~5 sec for the 80 Hulu Cave data 307 

(mean σU/Th of 30 yrs), ~7 sec for the 63 GP89-24-1 data (mean σU/Th of 40 yrs) and ~20 sec for 308 

the 116 GP89-25-3 data (mean σU/Th of 45 yrs).   309 

Calculated DCFs for Hulu Cave H82 show no noticeable structures with limited variability with 310 

time – 95%-confidence interval of 308 to 615 14C years with a mode (highest probability) at 433 311 

14C years (Fig. 2). DCF variability for both Bahamas speleothem is considerably larger - 95%-312 

confidence interval 1045 to 2099 14C years with a mode at 1405 14C years for GP89-24-1 313 

speleothem (Beck et al., 2001) and 95%-confidence interval 1527 to 2755 14C years with a mode 314 

at 2124 14C years for GP89-25-3 speleothem (Hoffmann et al., 2010) (Fig. 2). Perhaps, a 315 

problematic feature is the marked structure seen in GP89-25-3 speleothem (Hoffmann et al., 316 

2010) showing fast and high-amplitude changes in the DCF. As an example, between c. 12,200 317 

and 11,900 cal. a. BP, DCF decreases by 1200 14C years. GP89-25-3 speleothem data are 318 

invaluable data that are currently used as input data to reconstruct the atmospheric 14C calibration 319 

curve (Reimer et al., 2013a, 2013b). However, even corrected for a wide average DCF, such a 320 

structure occurring in older part of the speleothem record may introduce uncertainties by an 321 

order of 1000 cal. years for the older portion of the atmospheric 14C calibration curve. Most of 322 

all, further developing our understanding of the controls on the incorporation of dead carbon in 323 
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speleothems (e.g. Fohlmeister et al., 2011; Noronha et al., 2014; Reimer et al., 2013b) and in a 324 

general manner on the reservoir age offset of the marine data implemented in the 14C calibration 325 

curve are both of primary interest (Reimer et al., 2013b).  326 

 327 

4. Conclusions                  328 

Proper calculation of reservoir age offset is of primary interest since their reconstruction through 329 

time tells a lot about the changes in the regional to global-scale carbon cycle with impacts on our 330 

understanding of the Earth climate. In particular, proper regional reconstruction of reservoir age 331 

offsets is important to build regional calibration curve. Regional calibration curves may be 332 

suitable for very specific basins (e.g. Black Sea, Caspian Sea) for which reservoir offsets are 333 

supposed to have greatly varied with time and for which assessing reliable sediment archive 334 

chronologies is challenging (e.g. Kwiecien et al., 2008; Soulet et al., 2011a, 2011b). Regional 335 

surface ocean calibration curves are also needed to better constrain changes in the oceanic 336 

ventilation age through the projection age methods (Lund, 2013). R codes and the innovative 337 

calculation method based on pairs of 14C age and calendar ages presented here would represent 338 

another step to study reservoir age offset evolution with more scrutiny. Future improvements and 339 

development aiming at properly calculating the reservoir age offset evolution with time would be 340 

useful. Finally, the R codes composing the ResAge package can be understood relatively easily. 341 

Interested users can open and adapt the “black box”.    342 

 343 
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Figure captions: 473 

Fig. 1: Calculation of a 14C reservoir age offset based on a pair of reservoir-derived 14C date of 474 

9200 ± 30 14C yr BP (grey Gaussian probability density function [pdf] on the radiocarbon time 475 

axis) and calendar date of 9550 ± 150 cal. yr BP (light green Gaussian pdf on the calendar time 476 

axis). A: “Uncalibration” of the calendar date following the methodology detailed in section 2.3. 477 

The resulting “uncalibrated” age (light green multimodal pdf on the radiocarbon time axis) 478 

corresponds to the atmosphere-derived 14C age involved in the 14C reservoir age offset 479 

calculation. Highest posterior density ranges (black bars) of the “uncalibrated” age are 8272 – 480 

8601 14C yr BP (probability 43.8%) and 8605 – 8826 14C yr BP (probability 51.2%). Black curve 481 
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is the 1σ Intcal13 envelope (Reimer et al., 2013). B: The resulting 14C reservoir age offset 482 

(purple pdf) corresponding to the difference between the reservoir-derived 14C age (grey 483 

Gaussian pdf in A) and the atmosphere-derived 14C age (light green multimodal pdf in A) 484 

through a convolution product. Highest posterior density ranges (black bars) of the 14C reservoir 485 

age offset are 362 – 617 14C years (probability 51.9%) and 622 – 947 14C years (probability 486 

43.1%).    487 

 488 

Fig. 2:  Reconstruction of the changes in the 14C reservoir age offset (i.e. dead carbon fraction, 489 

DCF) for the three speleothem data currently included in the Intcal13 database. DCF is 490 

calculated for 14C-calendar pairs overlapping the tree-ring based atmospheric calibration curve 491 

(Intcal13; Reimer et al., 2013). Yellow and green squares: Bahamas speleothems GP89-25-3 492 

(Hoffmann et al., 2010) and GP89-24-1 (Beck et al., 2001), respectively. Blue circles: Chinese 493 

Hulu Cave speleothem H82 (Southon et al., 2012). Yellow, green and blue probability density 494 

functions (pdf) represent the corresponding full variability in the DCF calculated as the mixture 495 

of all the individual DCF pdfs for each set of data: Highest posterior density ranges at 95% 496 

(shaded areas) and modes are 1527 – 2755 14C years with mode at 2124 14C years (Bahamas 497 

GP89-25-3), 1045 – 2099 14C years with mode at 1405 14C years (Bahamas GP89-24-1) and 308 498 

– 615 14C years with mode at 433 14C years (Chinese Hulu cave H82). All uncertainties 499 

characterizing data are given at 95% confidence.  500 
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